We have previously calculated the force fields and dipole-moment derivatives of the L-alanyl dipeptide, CHsCONHCHCHsCONHCH, in the C5, Cp, and Cy conformations with intramolecular NH* * *OC hydrogen bonding. We have now extended these studies with similar ones on four open, non-hydrogen-bonded conformers optimized by Scarsdale et al. -the/&, on, (Y,, and a!' structures. The force constants were derived using the 4-21 Gaussian basis set and were scaled as before. The present results help to isolate the effects of conformation on the force fields and dipole derivatives, and also provide further insight into the effects of hydrogen bonding by comparison with the previous results. Additional effects can also be seen, such as those of the non-planarity of the peptide group, and the influence on the CO bond when the adjacent NH forms a hydrogen bond, and vice versa.
INTRODUCTION
In previous papers we have given the results of ab initio calculations of the force fields and dipole-moment derivatives of the glycine [ 1 ] and alanine [ 2 ] dipeptides, CH3CONHCHRCONHCH3 (R = H, CH3), in the C5 and C!, conformations with intramolecular hydrogen bonding. These optimized conformations were obtained by Schiifer and co-workers [ 3, 4] using the 4-21 Gaussian basis set. These workers also derived several conformers of Gly and Ala dipeptides in which NH. * * OC hydrogen bonds are not present [ 3-61. To see how the force fields vary with conformation alone, without additional complications from changes in hydrogen bonding, we performed calculations on four of these "open" conformers of Ala dipeptide denoted by Scarsdale et al. [ 41 as the /&, (Yn, (Ye, and cy' structures. Besides helping to isolate the effects of conformation on the force constants and normal modes, one can also gain further insight into the effects of hydrogen bonding by comparison with earlier results on the C5, C?, and C;" Ala dipeptide conformers. It is hoped that these forcefield calculations on nine conformations of Gly and Ala dipeptides, together with the geometry optimization studies of Schlifer and co-workers, will provide a large set of data for help in developing more reliable molecular mechanics energy functions for peptides and polypeptides [ 71. Angle bends (") 22 4-6-7 23 4-6-5 24 7-6-5 25 6-7-9 26 6-7-8 27 9-7-8 28 9-12-17 29 9-12-13 30 17-12-13 31 12-17-19 32 12-17-18 33 19-17-18 34 6-4-l 35 6-4-2 36 6-4-3 37 l-4-2 38 l-4-3 39 2-4-3 40 7-9-12 41 7-9-10 42 12-g-10 43
11-9-10 *Positive: atoms C6, N17 move out of the C5 plane in Fig. 1 ; N7, Cl2 move below the plane.
METHOD OF CALCULATION
The four open conformers of Ala dipeptide used in the calculations are shown in Fig. 1 , where their $ (C6-N7-C9-C12) and v/ (N7-C9-C12-N17) dihedral angles are indicated. Also shown, for ease of comparison, are the C5, Ce;l, and Cb conformers studied previously. The 4-21 SCF energies of the &, crR, cxL, and cx' structures are, respectively, 3.9,4.9,6.7, and 7.9 kcal mole1 above that of the C$; the corresponding figures for C5 and C$ are 1.4 and 2.6 kcal mol-'
[ 41. It may be noted that the @ or w angles are similar in several pairs of conformers: @ in C5 and (Y' , @ in C"7" and an, 9 in CF and cyL, v/in C;" and (Y' , and v/ in & and 0~~ These relations can be useful in looking for regularities in the variations with 9, v/ or hydrogen bonding in the geometries, force constants and normal modes.
The primitive internal coordinates and equilibrium molecular dimensions are listed in Table 1 . The quadratic force constants and dipole-moment derivatives were computed with the 4-21 basis set [8] as in Ref. 1, using two-sided displacements along group, or local symmetry, coordinates. These group coordinates for Ala dipeptide, constructed from the primitive internal coordinates, are as given in Ref. 2. Because of the sizeable deviations from planarity in several of the out-of-plane bends (Table 1 ) , we have used the expressions for the B matrix elements appropriate for non-planar groups [ 91. The force constants were scaled as in our previous papers, using the set of six scale factors derived for some amides by Fogarasi and Balizs [lo] , two of which we modified [Il.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The scaled diagonal and off-diagonal force constants in the group-coordinate basis are given in Tables 2 and 3 for all seven Ala dipeptide conformations; only off-diagonal terms of magnitude 20.05 in at least one of the conformations are shown. The harmonic frequencies, infrared intensities, and potentialenergy distributions for the &., an, (Ye and cy' structures computed with all 1 Fij ( > 0.01 are listed in Table 4 .
The NH stretch2 (str2) force constant is very nearly the same in C, and all the open conformations, where Nl7Hl8 is free. This shows that the significant decreases in this term in C"7" and Cp are due entirely to hydrogen bonding. The free NH strl term in the C, and open conformations varies slightly; among the latter its value is lowest in an, where N7H8 is most nearly cis to C"Cp ( Fig.  1 ) , indicating the effect of the side group . The difference in f (NH strl) between Cy and (Ye, even though the NH and side chain are oriented similarly in both structures, may be a result of the hydrogen bonding; the somewhat higher f (NH strl ) in CT compared with an is consistent with this relation, particularly when we recall that the hydrogen bond is strongest in Cq [ 21. Another likely reason for these differences between C, and CI! may be the higher degree of non-planarity at N7 in ayR and (Ye (Table 1) . That the free f (NH strl ) is systematically lower than the free f (NH str2) may be due to the different substituents. This difference in the free NH stretch terms means that even open conformations of Ala dipeptide can exhibit two NH str frequencies, whose separation can be as much as 64 cm-' (Table 4) , thereby possibly complicating the identification of hydrogen-bonded structures in solution [ 11-13 and references therein] . However, our results indicate that although the C!, conformer may indeed be difficult to distinguish from open conformers using the NH stretch bands, the C, conformers have bonded NH stretch frequencies well below 3400 cm-' [ 21, whereas the free NH stretch frequencies in all conformations are above 3400 cm-l. Moreover, the infrared intensities (Table 4) of both NH stretch modes in the open conformers are expected to be much weaker than those of the bonded NH stretch modes in the C5 and C, structures
To conclude our discussion of the NH stretch force constants, we note that our results do not show clear evidence of an NH. e-N interaction that Scarsdale et al. [4] proposed to explain certain structural relations; the Hl%*.N7 distances are no shorter than 2.30 A ( aR), which would suggest a very weak interaction at best. The CO strl force constants in the open structures are relatively constant. The much reduced f(C0 strl ) values in Gq and CF are evidently due to the hydrogen bonding. That this term in C, is also significantly lowered (compare especially with cy' where $ is nearly identical) suggests that the CO stretch force constant is affected when the adjacent NH forms a hydrogen bond, undoubtedly because of the electronic resonance in the peptide group. Also, the C605 bond is longer in C5 (and the C6N7 bond shorter) than in the open structures, and an analysis of the Mulliken populations shows an increase in the partial charge on 05 in the C!, conformer as compared with the open conformers. Furthermore, f(C0 str2) is considerably lower in CT than in cy', where y is similar. These results point to the significance of cooperative electronic effects [ 141 in structures, in particular crystals, where both the CO and NH groups of a peptide unit participate in hydrogen bonds.
CO str2, being adjacent to C", exhibits more variability in the open structures; there is a distinct tendency for f(C0 str2) to increase as w increases in magnitude ( Fig. 2 (a) ). The y angles are larger in C, and CT, but the force constant may be lowered by the hydrogen bonding, either directly on CO str2 
(C,) or indirectly through the adjacent NH (C,)
. There also seems to be an inverse relationship between the CO stretch and CN stretch force constants of each peptide unit; this is demonstrated in Fig. 2 (b) and can be attributed to the electronic resonance in the peptide group. The points for f (CO strl ) versus f (CN strl ) in C"7" and CF are exceptional probably because of the strong hydrogen bonds; that is, the CO bond is expected to be more affected than the CN bond by hydrogen bonding. The changes in f (CO strl ) and f (CO str2 ) also seem to be related to the planarity of the peptide groups. Figure 2 (c) shows a tendency for these terms (17),CBb2 (12) MC tor( 100) NM tor(32), CNC" def (20), NC"C def ( 18), CN tor2 ( 12) NMtor (96),NHpb2 (16) CNtorl (41),NCLYtor (14),Cflbl(ll) C*C tor(l23),CNtor2 (16) NCator (85) in the open structures to increase as the OCNH dihedral angle deviates from planarity (180" ), whereas those in the C, and C, structures decrease. Figure  2 (d) shows that, although the CO stretch force constants in the/I, and LY structures do not correlate well with o (the CC (0 ) NC dihedral angle), those in the hydrogen-bonded conformers decrease almost linearly as CL) departs from 180'. Because the non-planarity of the CONH group reduces the electronic resonance in the CO and CN bonds, the increase in f (CO str ) with non-planarity, as measured by the OCNH angle, in the open structures is not surprising. The lack of correlation with w probably reflects the fact that this angle is not as direct a measure of the planarity of CONH when the out-of-plane angles at C and N are sizeable. That f (CO str ) in the C, and C7 conformers decrease with non-planarity suggests that higher degrees of non-planarity are associated with stronger hydrogen bonds. Such significant variations in force constants with the peptide group planarity are important because the deviations from planarity seen in these Ala dipeptide conformers (o ranging from 174.5' to 187.6" [4] ) are not unusual in actual peptide structures. A recent crystal-structure The CO and NH in-plane and out-of-plane bend (ib and ob ) force constants do not vary significantly in the open conformations. Among the other diagonal and off-diagonal terms, as we concluded previously [ 1, 2] , it is primarily those involving the C" atom that vary appreciably with conformation. Also notable are the changes in the C?H stretches.
To summarize some of our results on the force fields of these Gly and Ala dipeptide structures, we again plot in Fig. 3 the scaled NH, CO, CN and CH stretch force constants against their respective equilibrium bond lengths. As before [ 21, we have fitted each set of points with a straight line, and the following least-squares slopes result (in units of mdyn A-'): -62, -75, -31, and -35, respectively. Except for the CH stretch slope, these are smaller than obtained previously with much smaller sets of points. Even so, we continue to see close agreements of these slopes with the average diagonal cubic force constants, the values of which are -63, -85, -48, and -35 mdyn A-', respectively. Turning to the normal modes, some of the amide modes in the seven Ala dipeptide conformations are summarized in Table 5 . In the 1200-1300 cm-' region, the amide III mixes strongly, and to varying degrees, with the H" bends (H" b). This mixing can be removed by looking at the "pure" amide III in CD"-Ala dipeptide and the "pure" H" b in the N-deuterated isotopomer; the resulting frequencies are given in Table 5 .
Because of their localized nature, the NH stretch frequencies reflect closely the differences in the force constants that were discussed above. Notable are the substantially lowered frequencies on hydrogen bonding, the systematically higher free NH str2 modes compared with the free NH strl, and the fact that both NH stretches show some sensitivity to conformation. 'Local axes of group A B C defined thus: f = AB, i = AC x AB. Entries are for C5 (first line ) , C$ , C;X , j$, (~a, (Ye, and (Y' (subsequent lines) . 'Angle from f in x-y plane, in degrees.
found in our experimental study of cycle (D-Ala-L-Ala) in two crystalline forms [ 191. The precise nature of these frequency-conformation correlations is still not clear, given the small number of data points available at present. However, the CH" stretch frequency does seem to decrease with ly, which is consistent with our experimental observation [ 191 of a 21 cm-' decrease when v changes from -2.8" to 4.2' in a cis peptide. The sets of frequencies for all seven conformers of Ala dipeptide yield the following vibrational free energies at 298.15 K (using the usual harmonic oscillator expression [20] , in kcal mol-'): 109.68 (C,), 109.85 (Ce7s), 110.30 (CF ), 109.55 &), 109.45 (a,), 109.66 ( CX~), and 109.51 (a'). The free energies, given by the sum of the SCF energy and the vibrational free energy, in units of kcal mol-' relative to that of CFq, are: 1.2 (C,), 3.1 (Cy ), 3.6 (/3z), 4.5 ( aR), 6.5 ( aL), and 7.6 (cy ' ). Thus, the order of stability of the conformers is unchanged from that given by the SCF energies alone, and each conformer is slightly closer in energy to the C;q except for the CF structure. Table 6 lists the dipole-moment derivatives dp/d& with respect to the group coordinates (excluding those of the methyl groups) referred to local axes fixed within each group [ 11; see the footnote to the table for the definitions of the local axes. To help in comparison, all seven Ala dipeptide conformers are tabulated.
The NH strl derivatives show marked variations in the open conformers and, unlike in the C5 and C, structures, have sizeable components perpendicular to the plane of the peptide group; this is probably related to the deviations from planarity at N7 (Table 1 ). The NH str2 derivatives clearly show a strong increase due to the C, hydrogen bonds. Except for CO strl in cyL, the CO stretch derivatives are all very similar in magnitude and direction even in the hydrogen-bonded structures, pointing to a high degree of transferability. (Because CO str2 is more representative of the CO groups in polypeptides, the cyL exception seems of little consequence. )
The NH ib derivatives are not very conformationally sensitive, at least in their magnitudes, and as expected they increase when the NH group is bonded. All CO ibl and CO ib2 derivatives have nearly the same magnitude and direction. The NH obl derivatives are systematically smaller in magnitude than the NH ob2 and in the open conformers the former are all virtually identical. (Note that NH obl is the more representative of NH groups in polypeptides.) There is the expected increase on hydrogen bonding and interestingly, a decrease in NH obl in the C, structures where the NH belongs to the acceptor peptide unit. Similar decreases in the CO ob derivatives are seen when the CO is in the donor peptide group. The situation in proteins andpeptide crystals, where each CONH is usually both a hydrogen-bond donor and acceptor, is likely to be more complicated.
CONCLUSIONS
We have extended our previous studies of the force fields of Ala dipeptide in C, and C, conformations with intramolecular hydrogen bonding by doing similar calculations on four open, non-hydrogen-bonded conformations. These results have provided further insights into how force constants vary with conformation and hydrogen bonding, and should be helpful in developing and testing force fields for normal mode and molecular mechanics calculations of peptides and polypeptides.
